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Analytics Benefits: IBM Data Virtualization Manager for z/OS

Unique Value How? Quantify/Qualify Benefits
Currency of Insight Access the most current data for insights at point of impact Businesses quantify or qualify the benefit of real-time data to 

their business decisions and customer service functions.

Abstraction Abstract applications from specifics of data type & structure;
leverage modern open source technologies

Quantify time saved by application developers in accessing 
mainframe data through DVM queries vs using today’s modern 
technologies.

Richer Analytics More advanced SQL standards than vanilla open source 
(SQL92 and SQL99)

Quantify the use of advanced SQL by application developers.

Federation Consistent access to wide variety of data environments on and 
off the platform (DB2, VSAM, IMS, PS, PDSE, SMF, SYSLOG, 
ADABAS, IDMS, Oracle Enterprise, Teradata, HDFS…)

Save time in training, as well as developer’s time, by using the 
same consistent interface to access a variety of data, on and off 
the mainframe. 

Business Analysts direct use to DVM queries versus waiting for 
DBAs or application developers

Quantify the queries development cost savings when 
development moves from application developers and DBAs to 
business analysts. This may include reduction in staffing costs, as 
well as in development time improvement when completed by the 
business analysts.

Data Quality Poor data quality of replicated data, complexity and lag time 
of analyzing millions of records against multiple data sources

Identify complex application processes executed against the 
replicated data platform that would more easily be executed 
through DVM on z/OS.  Include elimination of the application 
maintenance and change management on the code.
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Infrastructure Benefits: IBM Data Virtualization Manager for z/OS

Unique Value How? Quantify/Qualify Benefits

Security & Privacy Leverage source data’s original security specification; Configure for 
data privacy

Determine the staffing costs of reproducing the data securities 
from the IBM Z to the replicated platform.  Quantify any breaches 
that occurred on replicated data in the past. 

Performance Co-location with data sources; optimized, parallel load of data 
resulting in faster end-to-end analytic performance; Java on zOS 
performance features

Determine impact to the business if the ETL batch process is 
delayed (both mainframe and target platform).

TCO Optimal zIIP use for Data Virtualization Manager Cost avoidance; Estimate the future ETL process growth.  Calculate 
the savings when using zIIPs vs general purpose engines for the 
future ETL workloads, by determining the impact to the whole 
software stack’s costs of increased MIPs for the future ETL process 
growth. 

Cost Reduction Benefit through selected reduction of ETL and associated costs for 
analytics

Determine CPU consumption of ETL work. Check SCRT reports for 
the average billing.  Many customers will see 20-30% of CPU 
consumption on the ETL process.

License cost reduction when reducing or eliminating ETL process.

Determine the impact to the whole software stack’s costs with 
MIPs savings from the reduction or elimination of the ETL process.

People Savings Reduced complexity of maintaining the ETL process Determine the costs of staffing to maintain the ETL tool, 
operational production processing and the change management 
process to add or change data sources.
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Simplification Benefits: IBM Data Virtualization Manager for z/OS

Unique Value How? Quantify/Qualify Benefits
Ease of data
access

Automatically generate optimized code to access various data 
environments

Quantify time saved by application developers in accessing 
mainframe data through DVM queries vs writing new code.

Flexibility for new 
Data

Quickly add in new data sources through configuration, not 
coding

Quantify time saved by application developers in change 
management process using DVM vs traditional programs/ETL 
process.

Simplified data 
formats

Pre-defined mappings for common data formats such as SMF, 
ACH, ISO 8583-1

Quantify time saved by application developers in accessing 
mainframe data formats through DVM pre-defined mappings vs 
writing new code. 

Ability to design data queries against data in different data 
structures. Can utilize SQL, NoSQL, Soap and REST via z/OS 
Connect EE.

Quantify time saved by application developers in development of 
the federated access to various data structures, including costs 
with eliminating code and processes, as well as cost avoidance of 
new program development on the mainframe and replicated 
platform.


